This paper presents a structure-from-motion system which delivers dense structural information from a sequence of dense optical ows. Most traditional featurebased approaches cannot be extended to compute dense structure due to impractical computational complexity. We demonstrate that by decomposing uncertainty information into independent and correlated parts we can decrease these complexities from O(N 2 ) to O(N), where N is the number of pixels in the images. We also show that this dense structure-from-motion system requires only local optical ows, i.e. image matchings between two adjacent frames, instead of the tracking of features over a long sequence.
Introduction
Structure from motion has been one of the most active areas in computer vision during the past decade. The goal is to recover 3D structural information from a sequence of images taken under unknown relative motions between the camera and the scene. Most approaches proposed in the literature can be classi ed according to whether they are based on features or optical ows.
Feature-based methods compute the relative structure information among features by analyzing their 2D motions in images. Examples of such systems were reported by Tomasi & Kanade 10], Broida et al 3] and Azarbayejani & Pentland 2] . Because the whole analysis is limited to features which usually number not more than a hundred, the results from those systems yield very sparse shape information. While stripping a full-resolution image to a handful of features may greatly simplify the algorithm and the computation, most of information contained in the image is lost.
Traditional ow-based methods, such as reported by Bruss & Horn 4], Heeger & Jepson 5], Adiv 1] , have concentrated on either solving the problem of recovering motion and structure from a single optical ow eld or using very low resolution optical ows. As far as we know, little has been done to achieve a dense structurefrom-motion system except Heel's work in 6]. Overall, the di culties of such a system arise from two main factors:
Computation: While a feature-based method can easily a ord an O(N 2 ) or even O(N 3 ) algorithm where N is the number of features, a ow-based method cannot even a ord an O(N 2 ) algorithm where N is the number of pixels. Accumulation: While a feature-based method can accumulate structural information for features because they are tracked across many frames, optical ows usually cannot be used to track pixels because their measurements are uncertain. This paper shows our attempt to overcome these di culties. We demonstrate a system which incrementally accumulates dense structural information from a sequence of optical ows. The system has the following features:
1. The system is based on EKF (extended Kalman ltering) as proposed in 3]. 2. The formulation of the structure from motion uses separate independent and correlated structural uncertainties. By employing the separation and other mathematical techniques such as Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury inversion and principal component analysis, we can achieve an O(N) numerical algorithm to compute Kalman ltering. 3. The underlying motion of the camera can be discontinuous. Unlike many EKF-based approaches, ours computes the initial motion of every frame independently. 4. We propose the concept of \dynamic motion parameterization", Such a dynamic parameterization enables that the optical ow is equally sensitive to each of them, and therefore, stabilizes numerical computations.
System Overview
The system is based on the camera coordinate system OXY Z shown in Figure 1 , in which the origin O is the center of projection, the Z axis coincides with the optical axis, and the image plane is located at Z = 1.
If the relative motion of the camera with respect to the scene is composed of a translation velocity (U; V; W) and a rotation velocity (A; B; C), we have the following relation between the ow velocity (v x ; v y ) and the depth Z of pixel location (x; y) 
Functionally, the system is decomposed into three major blocks in addition to optical ow computation as in Figure 2 . We designate the camera coordinate system before current motion as a priori coordinate system and the camera coordinate system after current motion as posteriori coordinate system. The computations within each block are as following:
Initial Motion Estimate: This block uses the current optical ow information and predicted structure information to compute an initial estimate of motion information for the current frame. EKF-based Update: This block uses the current ow information, predicted structure information and initial motion information to compute posteriori structural and motion information. The structure is represented with respect to the a priori coordinate system. Interpolation and Transformation: This block converts the structural information from the a priori coordinate system into the posteriori coordinate system by interpolation, spatial rotations and translations. We introduce the concept of \dynamic motion parameterization" to equalize sensitivities of motion parameters. If we designate the covariance ofM 0 computed from minimizing the objective function of Eq. 4
as C mt , we can normalize sensitivities by using a new The Jacobian matrix of the measurement equations is
in which A is a 2N 6 matrix and S is an N N diagonal block matrix with each block a 2 1 matrix. Unfortunately, if we apply this EKF scheme directly to the dense structure recovery problem, the computation and memory requirements are insurmountable. As pointed out in 9], the uncertainties of the depth values Z i ; i = 1; 2; :::; N are correlated due to uncertain motion. Thus the covariance matrix P is a full N N matrix. And the computation of the Kalman gain which contains an inverse of a full 2N 2N matrix requires at least O(N 2 ) computation and memory. Considering an ordinary 256 256 image, storing a symmetric 2N 2N (here N = 256 256 = 65; 536) matrix in single precision will require more than 30 gigabytes of memory!
Decomposition of Independent and Correlated Uncertainty
Fortunately, we can take advantage of this speci c problem to overcome these di culties. Since the uncertainties of the depth values are correlated due to uncertain motion, and there are only six motion parameters, the correlated uncertainty of the depth values caused by a single uncertain motion is an N N matrix with rank of only six! Because the rank of the correlated uncertainty is much smaller than N, the covariance matrix P of the state vectorx can be decomposed into the following format:
where C m is a 6 6 matrix representing the covariance of the motion parameters, C p is an N 6 matrix representing the correlation between the motion and the structure, C s is an N N diagonal matrix representing the independent uncertainty of the depth value of each pixel, and U and V are both N k matrices whose outer product is a rank k matrix representing the correlated uncertainty of the depth values. Therefore, storing the matrix P sparsely will only require O(N) memory if k is a constant.
The EKF-based uncertainty update involves two types of matrix manipulations: inverse and multiplication. Our goal here is to achieve those matrix manipulations with O(N) computation and memory. There are two mathematical tools that we can use to achieve that goal:
The inverse of a full rank matrix C perturbed by a rank k matrix UV T is sum of the inverse of C and another rank k matrix U 1 V T 1 , i.e.
(C + UV) ?1 = C ?1 + U 1 V T 1 : (11) 2. Concatenation in multiplication: The multiplication of two matrices can still be represented in the same form:
Using the above tools as detailed in 11], once the a priori covariance P ? can be represented in the format of Eq. 10, the posteriori covariance P + can also be represented in the same format as
where the only di erence is that U 4 and V 4 are now N (6k + 6). In fact, because R and H are special matrices, the covariance matrix P can always be represented sparsely as in Eq. 10 throughout the whole optical ow sequence. We never need to explicitly represent P as an (N + 6) (N + 6) matrix! Now we have an algorithm which updates the state vector and its covariance using O(kN) computation and memory. Unfortunately, k increases linearly after each frame, which makes this algorithm O(MN) where M is the number of frames. Though M is usually much smaller than the number of pixels N, it is still impractical for long image sequences. In next section, we introduce weighted principal component analysis to keep k constant, and therefore achieve an O(N) algorithm.
Weighted Principal Components
First of all, let us consider the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the correlated uncertainty matrix U 4 V T 4 . In general, there are l = 6k + 6 non-zero eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors, which can be computed easily as in 11]. Because the outer product represents covariance which must be symmetric, it can be decomposed by SVD (Singular Value Decomposition), in which columns of orthogonal matrices are eigenvectors and the elements of the diagonal matrix are eigenvalues.
If we order the eigenvalues in SVD in descending order, we can truncate the eigenvalues after rst k largest ones. Thus U 4 and V 4 can both be reduced to N k matrices. The iterations of EKF updating illustrated in the previous section can be carried out in O(N) for every frame no matter how long the sequence is.
The underlying assumption of truncating small eigenvalues is that the uncertainty implied by those eigenvalues/eigen-images is negligible compared to the independent uncertainty C 4 . And the reason for keeping large eigenvalues is that we assume the uncertainties implied by these large eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors are at least comparable to the independent uncertainty C 4 . But since the independent uncertainties of pixels are not uniform, truncating by the magnitudes of eigenvalues may not make much sense at all because even though a relatively large eigenvalue may imply a large uncertainty in a certain area in the eigen-image, but if the independent uncertainty happens to be even larger in the same area, this eigenvalue/eigen-image becomes less signi cant.
Based on the above speculation, we propose a weighted principal component analysis, i.e. the correlated uncertainty is weighted by independent uncertainty before SVD. Since the independent uncertainty C 4 is a diagonal matrix, and its diagonal elements have to be positive, we can decompose it as C 4 Figure 3 . Figure 4 shows the rst three weighted principal components.
Interpolation and Forward Transformation
We represent the 3D shape by a depth map in the current camera coordinate system as in Figure 1 . Therefore, we need to transform the previous depth map into the current camera coordinate system and resample the depth map according to the current sensor grid.
Though the depth map and its independent uncertainty can be easily interpolated as in 8, 6] , the interpolation of correlated uncertainty is a new problem. As explained in 11] (Appendix B), since a correlated uncertainty is always a positive de nite symmetric outer product, it can be represented as UV T = BB T ; where B is an N k matrix just like U. In other words, every row of B is a vector of length k that can be regarded as an attribute of the corresponding pixel. Therefore we can represent the correlated uncertainty as a vector eld as in Figure 5 . Further more, the correlated uncertainty between any two locations is the dot product of the vectors at the two locations. Interpolating the correlated uncertainty can then be done by interpolating this vector eld. Since the optical ow establishes the correspondence between two adjacent frames, we can interpolate, resample and transform the depth map represented in the previous camera coordinate such that we have the depth and uncertainty information for grid positions in the current frame. We designate this process as the \forward transform". Basically the forward transform involves only linear transformations such as 3D translation and rotation. More details on transforming uncertainty matrices could be found in 11].
Experiments
We tested our system on real image sequences taken by a Sony XC-75 video camera. The relative camera movements in all the sequences involve both rotation and translation.
Ambiguities
It is well known that there are intrinsic ambiguities in recovering structure from motion. There are three kinds of ambiguities:
1. Scale Ambiguity: The scale of the object or the absolute depth of the object can never be recovered. 2. Rotation/Translation Ambiguity: If the camera has a small eld of view, the optical ow caused by a small camera rotation is very similar to that caused by a small camera translation. 3. Other Motion Ambiguity: Since the optical ow has its uncertainty, we will always have uncertainty in estimating other motion parameters such as rotation and translation around z axis though they are usually less signi cant. Our system keeps six principal eigenimages to represent the correlated uncertainty. Among these eigenimages, the rst one usually represents the rst kind of ambiguity, i.e. the scale ambiguity. The second and the third ones usually represent the second kind of ambiguity in two orthogonal directions. And the rest ones represent other minor ambiguities.
Conceptually the independent uncertainty represents a chaotic uncertainty pattern, while the correlated uncertainty represents an organized uncertainty pattern. For example, if the eigenimage of a correlated uncertainty is uniformly bright, it represents that the corresponding depth map can move back and forth. In other words, the depth values of all pixels have to change uniformly while the shape doesn't change at all. Since we set a priori depth uncertainty as totally chaotic, we will expect that as more optical ow information is incorporated, the uncertainty will become less and less chaotic, more and more organized. In our Optical ow information doesn't provide anything which we could use to eliminate the scale ambiguity. Therefore we expect the eigenimage representing scale ambiguity in correlated uncertainty will have larger and larger eigenvalue. On the other hands, the second and third kinds of ambiguities are strong in some optical ows while weak in other ones. Thus the eigenimages representing these ambiguities can have increasing or decreasing eigenvalues depending on the optical ow sequence. Figure 6 shows one frame in a fty-frame sequence. The motions of the camera with respect to the straw hat involve translations in (X, Y, Z) three directions and rotations around (X, Y) two axis from the 1st frame to the 30th frame. From the 30th frame to the 40th frame, the motions are translations in Y direction and small rotations around X axis 1 . From the 40th frame to the 50th frame, the motions are translations in X direction and small rotations around Y axis. Figure 7 shows the rst three eigenimages, and Figure 8 shows the evolutions of average independent uncertainty and the eigenvalues corresponding to the three eigenimages. Even though the eigenimages change slightly from frame to frame, they still represent roughly the same ambiguity throughout the whole sequence in this example.
First of all, the fact that the average independent uncertainty decreases monotonically and the rst eigenvalue which represents the scale ambiguity increases monotonically indicates a steady improvement from a chaotic pattern to an organized pattern. Secondly, in the interval between the 30th and the 40th frame, there is an accumulating ambiguity of translation in Y direction versus rotation around X axis. This motion ambiguity mapping into structural uncertainty as generally increasing third eigenvalues and decreasing second eigenvalues. For the similar reason, in the interval between the 40th and the 50th frame, the second eigenvalue increases while the third eigenvalue decreases for the exactly opposite reason.
If the underlying camera motions or the optical ows of the whole sequence tend to be rather homogeneous, the system may never be able to resolve one or more ambiguities intrinsic to this type of optical ows. Under this case the correlated uncertainty eigenimages representing the second kinds of ambiguity may have an ever increasing eigenvalues, which represent lack of 1 X is the column direction, and Y is the row direction information to disambiguate. If we have active control over the camera, the eigenimages could then be used to plan the camera motion in order to resolve the ambiguities.
Experiments on Real Sequences
We tested our system on many image sequences with di erent signal noise ratio and di erent eld of view. No pre-processing was done on image sequences. Once we obtained a depth map sequence as output from our system, we masked out background areas since the depth information in these areas is arbitrary. The separation of foreground and background was done by a simple thresholding and hole-lling.
The rst sequence includes fty-one-frame images of a straw hat as we showed in the previous section The images were digitized by a matrox board. The rotations and translations of the camera with respect to the straw hat were discontinuous. The camera had about an 11 eld of view. The optical ow and its uncertainty were computed using hypergeometric lters 12]. Figure 9 shows the intensity images and depth maps computed after the corresponding frames. It clearly shows the converging shape resulting from recursively combining information from multiple frames.
Due to limited space, we are unable to show more experiments on real image sequences, which could be found in 11] . In all the experiments, the initial struc- From all these experiments, we conclude that our system of recursively recovering dense structure from a dense optical ow sequence can converge to the true 3D shape of the scene quickly and accurately.
